Pre-Post Assessment: Weeks 1-6___________________________
Name________________________Date_____________________
Week 1: Kinds of Sentences/End Marks/Identifying Nouns
4
Week 2: Proper and Common Nouns/Book Titles
Grade 4 Sample
• Choose the sentence with the correct end mark.
• Look at each correct sentence you chose.
• Write the name of the kind of sentence on the line.

Question
1.

2.

3.

Statement

Exclamation

O

Did Alex overcome his fears?

Kind of sentence:

O

Tim, are you going to soccer practice.

__________________

O

The winning runner had great stamina.

Kind of sentence:

O

Did Sally have homework on Friday!

__________________

Circle the nouns in each sentence in numbers 1 and 2 above.

Write this book title correctly.

4.

a room with a zoo

Decide if the nouns below are common nouns or proper nouns.
Write each noun in the correct box.
5.

Sunday

day

tab to change
the formatting
Common
Nouns

6.

month

September

Proper Nouns

Explain the difference between a common noun and a proper noun.

_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
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Pre-Post Assessment: Weeks 1-6___________________________
Name________________________Date_____________________
Week 3: Capitalization Review/Introduce Landforms + Bodies of Water
Week 4: Subject and Predicate/ City, State
4
7. Look at each noun below.
Rewrite it correctly in the space above if needed.

river

white house

home depot

pizza hut

home improvement store

sears tower

national landmark

school

ohio river

office building

jefferson memorial

andes mountains

east high school

Underline the subject once and the predicate twice in the sentences below.
Draw a line to show where the subject ends and the predicate begins.

8.

Earthworms can turn over the top layer of soil every 20 years.

9.

Some earthworms are called night crawlers.

10.

An acre of land can contain millions of earthworms.

Correctly write the names of the following locations.

11.

sydney australia

_____________________________

12.

san angelo texas

_____________________________

13.

rapid city south dakota

_____________________________
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Pre-Post Assessment: Weeks 1-6___________________________
Name________________________Date_____________________
Week 5: Simple + Compound Subjects/Writing Dates Correctly
4
Underline the subject once and the predicate twice.
Draw a line to show where the subject ends and the predicate begins.
Write an N above each noun in the SUBJECT.

14.

Birds, rats, and toads feed on earthworms.

15.

Gardeners and fishermen find good uses for earthworms.

16.

Europe, North America, and Asia are home to earthworms.

17.

Baby worms hatch from cocoons smaller than a grain of rice.

18.

Which sentences have simple subjects? _____________________

19.

Which sentences have compound subjects? __________________

What is the difference between a simple subject and compound subject?
20. ___________________________________________________

______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
Write the following dates correctly on the lines provided.

21.

december292010

____________________________________

22.

october32011

____________________________________

23.

august152012

____________________________________
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Pre-Post Assessment: Weeks 1-6___________________________
Name________________________Date_____________________
Week 6: Friendly Letters-Capitalization/Punctuation/Format
4
Choose the answer that shows the best capitalization, spelling, and punctuation
of each numbered, underlined part.

(1)
(2)

march 31 2012

dear, molly

(3)

It sure has been warm here in South Padre Island, Texas!

(4)

It is a perfect place to spend easter? Dad likes to go fishing,

(5)

and he tried kiteboarding. I and Mom loved the dolphin watch.
(6)

1.

0
0
0
0

March,
march
March
correct

3.

0
0
0
0

5.

0
0
0
0

31
31,
31,
as it

2012
2012
2012
is

your friend

Marne

2.

0
0
0
0

dear molly,
Dear Molly,
dear Molly,
correct as it is

South Padre island, Texas
South Padre Island Texas
South Padre Island, texas
correct as it is

4.

0
0
0
0

Easter?
easter.
Easter.
correct as it is

Me and Mom
Mom and I
Mom and me
correct as it is

6.

0
0
0
0

Your friend,
Your Friend,
Your Friend !
correct as it is
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